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I appreciate your enthusiasm and hopefulness. Michelle 29 Sep Reply Great read. I am a single mom of one,
dating a single full time dad of two. The past few months has been an overwhelming whirlwind of baseball
double headers, gymnastics lessons, curriculum nights, cooking for three children with three different eating
habits, wrestling in the living room, birthday parties every other week, etc etc I really have gotten to make
love to him twice in the past two months. Ive spent the past few weeks so mad, hopeless, and a little bitter,
wondering if this is what i really wanted. After reading this, it puts it all into a new perspective. All this time I
wanted to meet a man who would respect my situation, love my little girl, and understand and my priorities
and obligations to my daughter coming first in my life, â€” here I was cursing, and rolling my eyes at his lack
of attention he gives me, the lack of time and cash he is able to spend taking me out, when he is doing exactly
what I have been struggling through, just DOUBLED.!! This really hit home. How selfish was I being? Dating
a single Dad is the biggest blessing for me. Someone who adores his children, and selflessly gets along with
his ex wife without drama, puts all of his material wants and wishes aside so they can have what they need for
school and sportsâ€¦ somewhere in between I have faith that we will eventually get some time for each other,
and maybe have our fourth date and maybe some wild sweaty fun with no clothes? I followed on facebook,
cant wait to continue reading more. Keep rockin the love. Time will take care of everything else. What are
your thoughts about this? Easy to answer, for me. A single parent, in my book, is anyone who parents alone.
Mary 9 Feb Reply Wow, I am really impressed with your insightfulness! You can include me in any of the
further areas of topics for discussion. Sunflower 10 Jun Reply I am a single woman who does not have
children dating a single dad and we get along wonderfully. I am interested in his life, he is interested in mine.
We find connection in many different ways, including his kids. He is very open and kind hearted. Thankfully
neither he nor I wrote each other off based on me not having children yet. We would have missed out! I have
been a stay at homemaker who helped my husband stay organized with his insurance business. The last few
years I have been a caretaker for my elderly parents. I am scared to be on my own. I married young and had no
experience prior to my husband. I grew up in an east European immigrant household. My mother had
emotional shortcomings such as not fully loving me based on her superstion of the day I was born etc. My
father left us children for weeks at a time without food etc. My childhood was dark and sad. As a girl and
teenager I dreamed of meeting Prince Charming. I now know that it seems so childish and premature in the
idea of that happening; however it was what got me through most days. So I thank my ex husband for wanting
me to stay at home with them as well. God did bless me with being attractive. Lol But the only guys that have
approached or have shown interest in me are guys that just want to have sex or are interested in just having
another attractive woman by their side. Also, I take great pride in only having slept with one man, but what are
my chances of finding a man that has the same old-fashioned values as me??? I have a couple of questions..
Doing joint family activities and events is understandable, but do they have to keep chit-chatting and posting
family pictures of each other on social networking sites in front of friends, family and myself? Would be
interesting to know your thoughts. Yvonne Hada 21 Aug Reply I have started to date a single dad of
teenagers! I have asked to take it slow, but he seemed to want to go exclusive fairly rapidly. I am a single
mother of a 20 yr. I have more freedom with my time than he does with his two children, and his devotion to
his daughter is sweet. I am in the stage where I have to go with the flow and see if he keeps pursuing me as
their are lulls in his texts and calls. The dates have gone well no sex just lots of affection and kissing as we are
getting to know each other on my insistence. When I dated childless men, I did everything I could to rally my
resources to care for my child while I went out on a date. It meant getting to go out for 4 hours and then going
to get my little one. Somehow, my single dad seems to jump at the beckon call and spontaneous planning of
his teens. All things are possible if one resourceful. Vim 22 Nov Reply I completely agree with John
McElhenney, This is a great write-up, though some are imaginary per your statement in answers, you did pour
the inner thoughts of a Single Parent Dad. I am a single parent with two kids, my thoughts are inline with you.
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I accept the fact about introducing the kids, this should be the very well placed in the order of events once a
major decision to next step is done and only after that. Many a times, a Single parent dad is not a choice for
even a Single parent mom, world worships a single parent mom, but i have never even seen a heart felt
remembrance of such people anywhere, People who know us , recognise the value we put in to raise the kids,
however there is no where the world recognises it. Without a father, the child would have not come in to this
world, i do agree that women go through labor pain etc,. Thanks again for the great post! Ellie 31 Aug Reply
Yes! You put it a lot better than me. But there are plenty of girl out there.. I would be happy enough with or
without children, although I come from a huge family so I grew up with big gatherings and parties and would
prefer that sort of life. But men my age or even 10 years older either want to sleep around or want a woman
who can give them children. I would have no issue dating someone who already had children, although my
concern would be that they both the father and the child would never consider me as a parental figure. I
suppose it is dramatically different if the biological mother is not around and you can literally jump in and
provide that role for them. That would be the perfect situation for me. I would have no problem loving that
child as my own, much in the same way that I would if I adopted. However, I know in most cases the mother
is very much around and I would never have much if any say over the parenting. That makes it a lot harder.
Leave a Reply Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed.
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During the past season of "Single Dad Seeking," you met five single fathers working hard to raise their kids. Jake,
Jason, John, Mike, and Paul were searching to find not only love in their lives, but also a woman willing to love their
children.
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Single Moms And Dads is your % FREE Parent Singles Online Dating Site. Create Your Profile For Free and find a
friend or the possible love of your life.
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